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Abstract. The paper presents an automated theorem prover for first-order logic,
called CSE_E 1.0, which is a combination of two provers CSE and E, where CSE
is based on the recently introduced multi-clause standard contradiction separation
(S-CS) calculus for first-order logic and E is the well-known equational theorem
prover for first-order logic based on superposition and rewriting. The motivation
of the combined prover CSE_E 1.0 is to 1) evaluate the capability, applicability
and generality of CSE_E; 2) take advantage of novel multi-clause S-CS dynamic
deduction of CSE and mature equality handling of E to solve more and harder
problems. In contrast to other improvements of E, CSE_E 1.0 optimizes E mainly
from the inference mechanism aspect. The focus of the present work is given on
the description of CSE_E including its S-CS rule, heuristic strategies, and the SCS dynamic deduction algorithm for implementation. In terms of combination,
in order not to lose the capability of E and use CSE_E to solve some hard
problems which unsolved by E, CSE_E 1.0 schedules the running of the two
provers by time. It runs plain E first, if E does not find a proof it runs plain CSE,
then if does not find a proof some clauses inferred in the CSE run as lemmas are
added to the original clause set and the combined clause set is handed back to E
for further proof search. CSE_E 1.0 is evaluated through benchmarks, e.g.,
CASC-26 (2017) and CASC-J9 (2018) competition problems (FOF division).
Experimental results show that CSE_E 1.0 indeed enhances the performance of
E to a certain extent.
Keywords: theorem prover, first-order logic, standard contradiction separation,
superposition, multi-clause, inference mechanism

1 Introduction

Automated theorem proving (ATP) is an important branch of artificial intelligence and
has been successfully applied in many application areas [1-2]. However, there are still
many unsolved problems in the recently released version (TPTP-v7.2.0) of the TPTP
benchmark library [3]. In addition, based on the analysis of the results of CADE ATP
systems competitions in the last few years [4], there is still much room for improvement
for the state-of-the-art ATP systems on the performance of solving large and hard
problems.
During the past decade, a lot of variants of resolution (e.g., [5-11]) or heuristic
strategies [12-16] (for clause/literal selection, axioms selection, and proof search) have
been studied from both the analytical and empirical perspectives. These methods have
effectively improved the capability of ATP systems. However, we noticed that the
inference mechanisms applied in the resolution-based ATP systems are binary
resolution and its refinements, e.g., linear resolution [7], unit-resulting resolution [8],
hyper-resolution [9]. Those refinements are all focused on binary resolution. In each
deduction step, binary resolution limits only two input clauses and eliminates a
complementary pair of literals. Although the simple and elegant binary resolution
inference scheme has been successful in great extent, it naturally raises the question of
whether it can be improved. Instead of treating a contradiction as a complementary pair,
can we extend it into a contradiction come from two or more than two clauses? Can the
inference rule and techniques go beyond binary resolution to enhance the efficiency
and versatility of contemporary ATP systems?
The recent multi-clause standard contradiction separation (S-CS) calculus for firstorder logic [17] can be regarded as a crucial initial step to answer this question. The SCS inference rule extends from the existing static binary resolution into an S-CS based
dynamic multi-clause (two or more clauses) synergized inference rule. S-CS rule takes
multiple clauses as input, selects a subset of the literals from each input clause to build
a contradictory set of sub-clauses, and infers the disjunction of the non-selected literals
of the input clauses. Especially, the number of clauses taken in each S-CS inference can
be guided and adjusted dynamically. This reflects the advantage of S-CS rule, because
the synergized deduction among more than two clauses usually cannot be directly
reflected by deduction of pairs of clauses many times. S-CS based deduction is a multiclause, dynamic, synergized, guidable, and controllable deduction method [18].
Because different numbers of clauses can be selected for constructing the contradiction,
different clause/ literal selection methods and deduction control methods can be applied
during the implementation. Furthermore, during the process of dynamic deduction, the
constructed contradiction can guide the subsequent clause selection and literal selection,
and the deduction process can be controlled according to the features of generated
clause to optimize proof search. When the constructed contradiction is limited to only
two clauses, S-CS rule degenerates to a general chains of binary resolution method,
therefore binary resolution rule is a special case of S-CS rule.
E is a well-known equational automated theorem prover for first-order logic with
powerful equality processing capability [19] based on superposition and rewriting. The
prover has successfully participated in many ATP systems competitions [20-22]. Over
the past decade, many improvements and extensions of E have been developed from
different perspectives, where some successful ones are E.T. [23] and E-Males [24-25].

Their improvements are mainly from the perspectives of the effective selection of
axioms and the effective use of strategies for the improvement of E. It is an open
question whether E can be improved from the inference mechanism point of view and
S-CS rule can be applied effectively to E? The present work introduces a novel ATP
system for first-order logic which is one-step further to answer these questions. The
prover is called CSE_E 1.0, which is a combination of CSE and E, where CSE (namely,
Contradiction Separation Extension) is based on the above-mentioned S-CS rule for
first-order logic. Its motivation is to solve hard problems by using multi-clause dynamic
deduction of S-CS rule and mature equality handling of E. In contrast to other
improvements of E, CSE_E 1.0 optimizes E mainly from the inference mechanism
aspect. In terms of combination, CSE_E 1.0 feeds some inferred unit clauses generated
by S-CS rule as lemmas along with the original clauses to E for further proof search.
Most encouragingly CSE_E 1.0 (stands on the shoulders of the plain E) achieved
second place in the FOF division and awarded the “best newcomer” prize in CASC-J9
[4]. Meanwhile, CSE outperformed some mature provers, such as Prover9 [4]. CSE_E
1.0 is evaluated through benchmarks in terms of its applicability and capability.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
review the novel S-CS calculus, and compared with binary resolution based on
saturation algorithm, the characteristics of S-CS dynamic deduction are analyzed.
Section 3 introduces the heuristic strategies of S-CS dynamic deduction which are used
to generate promising lemmas. A multi-clause dynamic deduction algorithm based on
S-CS and lemmas filtration method are proposed in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively.
Section 6 shows the performance of CSE_E 1.0. The conclusion and follow-up research
work are given in last Section.

2 Overview of Multi-Clause S-CS rule in The CSE_E
Multi-clause S-CS based dynamic deduction theory for first-order logic was introduced
in [17], which places the theoretical foundation for the CSE prover. This section
provides a review of basic concepts of S-CS rule.
Definition 2.1 [17] Suppose a clause set 𝑆 = {𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , … , 𝐶𝑚 } in first-order logic,
where the following conditions hold:
(1) There does not exist the same variables among 𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , … , 𝐶𝑚 (if there exist
the same variables, a rename substitution can be applied to make them different);
（2）For each 𝐶𝑖 (𝑖 = 1,2, … , m), a substitution i can be applied to 𝐶𝑖 (i could
be an empty substitution) and the same literals merged after substitution, denoted as
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means “standard”, 𝜎 = ⋃𝑖=1 𝜎𝑖 ), is called a standard contradiction separation clause

(S-CS Clause) of 𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , … , 𝐶𝑚 .
𝑠𝜎
The inference rule that produces a new clause C𝑚
(𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , … , 𝐶𝑚 ) is called a
standard contradiction separation rule in first-order logic, in short, an S-CS rule.
Definition 2.2 [17] Suppose a clause set 𝑆 = {𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , … , 𝐶𝑚 } in first-order logic.
𝛷1 , 𝛷2 , … , 𝛷𝑡 is called a standard contradiction separation based dynamic deduction
sequence from S to a clause 𝛷𝑡 , denoted as 𝔇𝑠 , if
𝑠θ

(1) 𝛷𝑖 ∈ 𝑆; or (2) there exist 𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , , … , 𝑟𝑘𝑖  𝑖, 𝛷𝑖 = C𝑘𝑖 𝑖 (𝛷𝑟1 , 𝛷𝑟2 , … , 𝛷𝑟𝑘 ).
𝑖
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where θ𝑖 = ⋃𝑗=1
𝜎𝑗 , 𝜎𝑗 is a substitution to 𝛷𝑟𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1,2, . . . , 𝑘𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2, . . . , 𝑡.
Example 2.1 Let 𝑆 = {𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , 𝐶3 , 𝐶4 } be a clause set in first-order logic, where
𝐶1 = 𝑃1 (𝑎) ∨ 𝑃2 (𝑏, 𝑓(𝑎)) , 𝐶2 = 𝑃2 (𝑎, 𝑏) ∨ 𝑃2 (𝑏, 𝑓(𝑎)) , 𝐶3 = ~𝑃1 (𝑎) ∨ 𝑃1 (𝑏) ∨
~𝑃2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∨ 𝑃3 (𝑥1 , 𝑥3 ), 𝐶4 = 𝑃1 (𝑏) ∨ ~𝑃1 (𝑥1 ) ∨ ~𝑃2 (𝑥2 , 𝑥3 ) ∨ ~𝑃3 (𝑎, 𝑐). Here a, b,
c are constants, 𝑓 is a function symbol, 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 are variables. Applying S-CS rule
to the 4 clauses 𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , 𝐶3 , 𝐶4 , we obtain an S-CS clause involving 4 clauses: 𝐶5
𝐶4𝑠 (𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , 𝐶3 , 𝐶4 ) 𝑃1 (𝑏) ∨ 𝑃2 (𝑏, 𝑓(𝑎)) , the S-SC is: (𝑃1 (𝑎) )∧ (𝑃2 (𝑎, 𝑏) )∧ (~𝑃1 (𝑎) ∨
~𝑃2 (𝑎, 𝑏) ∨ 𝑃3 (𝑎, 𝑐))∧(~𝑃1 (𝑎) ∨ ~𝑃2 (𝑎, 𝑏) ∨ ~𝑃3 (𝑎, 𝑐)).
The state of the art first-order logic ATP systems usually use saturation algorithm
[26-27] as the deduction framework, such as Vampire [28-30], Eprover [19, 31], iProver
[32]. The saturation algorithm runs in an iterative manner. In each iteration, it selects a
current clause in the passive according to heuristic strategy, and uses the current clause
and the clause in active to apply inference rules by the way of saturation, and the
inference rules adopt binary resolution methods. S-CS rule is a multi-clause deduction
method, so it is quite different from binary inference method under the saturation
algorithm.
It can be obtained from the analysis of Example 2.1 that the deduction is very
complicated by binary resolution method under saturation algorithm, and the new
generated clauses usually have many literals when any two clauses are involved. The
S-CS dynamic deduction can generate S-CS clauses with fewer literals by separating a
contradiction, which derived from the input clauses under the control of reasonable
strategy. In Example 2.1, four input clauses with a total of 12 literals generate an S-CS
clause just contains 2 literals by S-CS rule.
In addition, since the current first-order logic ATP systems are generally impossible
to cover all proof search in a fixed runtime. Under the framework of saturation
algorithm, the current clause is deduced with the clauses in active by binary resolution
method, and the generated clauses will not be used in current iteration. Therefore, it is
difficult to the proof search by binary resolution method under saturation algorithm
with a given strategy, completely cover the proof search by S-CS dynamic deduction.
On the other hand, S-CS rule is a multi-clause dynamic deduction process and has good
deduction characteristics, which can make full use of the synergized ability between
clauses in the deduction process and the S-CS clauses usually contain fewer literals, so
it is a good complement to binary inference. Compared to binary inference based on
saturation, the S-CS dynamic deduction has the following advantages in individual
iteration deduction:
(1) Ahead deduction. The input clause used in S-CS dynamic deduction can be the
newly generated clause, and thus can make up the loss problem of proof search by

binary inference based on saturation.
(2) Synergized deduction among multiple (two or more) clauses. Different from
hyper-resolution, unit-resulting resolution, the S-CS dynamic deduction can make
synergized deduction among multiple clauses, so it has stronger capability of literal
elimination. As showed in Example 2.1, three literals are eliminated for clause C3 and
C4 respectively by S-CS rule. The bigger the standard contradiction separated, the
stronger the ability of literal elimination.
(3) In process of proof search, the S-CS clause generated by S-CS dynamic
deduction is usually difficult to be obtained by binary inference under saturation
algorithm with a given strategy. This is because the S-CS clauses usually contain fewer
literals, where the separated standard contradiction by S-CS rule is not simply
composed by multiple (two or more) complementary pairs of literals, it is different from
that of binary resolution or the chains of binary resolution method.
(4) The S-CS clauses usually contain fewer literals. Theory and practice show that
under a reasonable control of heuristic strategy, the S-CS dynamic deduction is guidable
and controllable, and generates S-CS clause by separating a standard contradiction (a
literal set). The S-CS clause usually has fewer literals or unit clauses. Because finding
refutation for a problem of first-order logic needs to infer an empty clause, it means
that it is getting closer to find refutation if the generated clauses have smaller number
of literals, and thus it is able to improve the deduction efficiency.
(5) Unit clauses can flexibly participate in S-CS dynamic deduction. According to
the definition of S-CS rule, a separated standard contradiction is still a standard
contradiction after adding some unit clauses. At the same time, when a unit clause
participates in the deduction, the literal in the S-CS clause which is unified
complementary to the literal in the unit clause can be removed and added to the current
separated standard contradiction to form a new standard contradiction.

3 Heuristic Strategies in the CSE_E
Based on the characteristics of S-CS rule, CSE_E uses different heuristic strategies to
generate promising lemmas. The following criteria are considered: 1) make full use of
the synergized effect among multiple clauses, and make up the loss of proof search of
binary deduction under the saturation algorithm; 2) through the control of S-CS
deduction and backtracking mechanism which is used to return to the last deduction
step for generating satisfying S-CS clauses (evaluated by their attributes), the S-CS
clauses with fewer literals are preferentially generated in each deduction step.
CSE_E implements different heuristic strategies for the S-CS dynamic deduction as
detailed below, where the unit clause selection strategy is specially designed in CSE_E
since unit clauses can flexibly participate in the S-CS dynamic deduction. These
strategies are implemented mainly based on the attributes of related clause set, clauses
and literals. Clause set attributes mainly include:
(1) The maximum number of literals in an original clause. The maximum number
of literals is recorded, in order to guide setting thresholds of the number of literals in SCS clause.
(2) The maximum number of term depth in an original clause. The maximum
number of term depth is used to guide setting the term depth threshold of S-CS clause,

and evaluating substitutions in the process of S-CS dynamic deduction.
(3) The maximum symbol count in an original literal. The maximum symbol count
is recorded and used to guide evaluating substitutions in the process of S-CS dynamic
deduction and the lemmas filtration.
3.1 Unit Clause Selection Strategy
This strategy is implemented mainly based on the following unit clause attributes: 1)
deduction weight: deduction weight of a unit clause is the number of times that the
clause has participated in the S-CS dynamic deduction; 2) symbol count: it is used to
characterize the statistics of symbols in a unit clause. It is based on the counting of each
constant, function symbol, and variable; 3) maximum term depth: it describes the
maximum term depth level in a unit clause; 4) number of variables: when the unit clause
participates in the S-CS dynamic deduction, different substitutions will be tried on the
variables for the deduction; 5) total number of complementary predicates: it is used to
describe the potential S-CS ability of the predicate in a unit clause. Accordingly, the
unit clause selection strategies include: original unit clause priority, unit S-CS clause
priority, smaller deduction weight priority, smaller symbol count priority, smaller
maximum term depth priority, larger number of variables priority, and predicate with
larger total number of complementary predicates priority.
3.2 Non-unit Clause Selection Strategy
This strategy is implemented mainly based on the following non-unit clause attributes:
1) acceptable deduction weight: acceptable deduction weight of a non-unit clause is the
number of times that the clause has participated in an acceptable S-CS dynamic
deduction. The acceptable deduction means the deduction generates an S-CS clause that
meets the set requirements (e.g., number of literals, maximum term depth); 2)
unacceptable deduction weight: unacceptable deduction weight of a non-unit clause is
the number of times that the clause has participated in an unacceptable S-CS dynamic
deduction. An unacceptable deduction means the deduction generates an S-CS clause
that does not meet the set requirements and will lead to backtracking; 3) stability:
stability characterizes the structure features of the constants in a clause, and it is used
to describe the activity level of the clause participating in the S-CS dynamic deduction;
4) number of literals: number of literals in a clause can reflect the number of literals in
the S-CS clause to certain extent; 5) deduction distance: deduction distance is a measure
of a clause and describes the possibility of the clause to be applicable for inferences
with a negated conjecture clause; 6) Flexibility: Flexibility is a variable measure of a
clause and reflects the distribution of variables. Accordingly, the non-unit clause
selection strategies mainly include: smaller acceptable deduction weight priority,
smaller unacceptable deduction weight priority, smaller stability priority, smaller
number of literals priority, smaller deduction distance priority, and greater flexibility
priority.
3.3 Literal Selection Strategy
This strategy is implemented mainly based on the following literal attributes: 1)
acceptable deduction weight: acceptable deduction weight of a literal is the number of

times the literal has been used for an acceptable deduction; 2) unacceptable deduction
weight: unacceptable deduction weight of a literal is the number of times the literal has
been used for an unacceptable deduction; 3) variable attributes: the independent
variable and shared variable are marked correspondingly, where an independent
variable exists in one literal only, a shared variable appears in more than one literal in
a clause; 4) maximum term depth: CSE_E implements dynamic literal selection
according to this attribute, so that the literals with term depth from small to large are
controlled to participate in the process of deduction gradually; 5) symbol count: it is
used to characterize the statistics of symbols for a literal based on the counting of each
constant, function symbol, and variable in the literal. Accordingly, the literal selection
strategies mainly include smaller acceptable deduction weight priority, smaller
unacceptable deduction weight priority, literal only with independent variable priority,
literal with shared variable priority, smaller maximum term depth priority, and smaller
symbol count priority.
3.4 S-CS Clause control strategy
S-CS rule is a multi-clause and synergized deduction method that generates an S-CS
clause dynamically by separating a standard contradiction, which is a subset of the
literals form the input clauses, and infers the disjunction of the non-selected literals of
the input clauses as a S-CS clause. The choice of input clauses and which input clauses
are selected to construct standard contradictions, as well as the generated S-CS clause
are controllable. S-CS clause control strategy is used to limit the attributes of S-CS
clause, it first set the threshold of some attributes of S-CS clause, if the attribute of an
S-CS clause exceeds the set threshold, then this S-CS clause will be discarded. We use
this method to evaluate whether an S-CS clause has a role in finding refutation. The
attributes of an S-CS clause mainly include:
(1) maximum number of literals: number of literals is an important indicator for
evaluating clause, especially for the new generated clauses by deduction. Control the
maximum number of literals in an S-CS clause, and improve the efficiency of the S-CS
dynamic deduction. For example, when this threshold value is set to 1, the generated SCS clauses by S-CS dynamic deduction will be all unit clauses. CSE_E supports two
methods to set the threshold of the maximum number of literals in an S-CS clause, one
is user-defined by strategy, and the other is set automatically according to the maximum
number of literals in different original clause set when facing different problems.
(2) maximum term depth: when a variable in function symbol is unified in the
process of S-CS dynamic deduction, it may increase the depth of the function symbol,
which will increase the complexity of subsequent deduction. Control maximum term
depth of the S-CS clause, and improve the S-CS deduction efficiency. CSE also
supports two methods to set the threshold of the maximum term depth in the S-CS
clause, one is user-defined by strategy, and the other is automatically set according to
the maximum term depth in different original clause set when facing different problems.
In summary, the selection of which preferences are used is specified as parameters,
and some parameters (e.g., maximum number of literals of S-CS clause) are set by
analyzing the attributes of the original clause set. The implementation supports the
single-strategy mode and the multi-strategy mode, When solving a problem, the single-

strategy mode uses only one strategy, and the multi-strategy mode uses multiple
heuristics in a time slice manner: Using multiple strategies one by one in equal time
slices for the total set time, the previously generated S-CS clauses used the previous
strategies will be allowed to use for next dynamic deduction with the next strategy,
which effectively improves the capability of CSE_E.

4 Multi-clause S-CS dynamic deduction Algorithm in the CSE_E
Based on S-CS rule and the corresponding heuristic strategies, CSE_E implements a
multi-clause S-CS dynamic deduction algorithm that can generate a large number of SCS clauses with few literals, and most of them are unit clauses. With the heuristic
strategies, the algorithm first selects unit clauses based on the unit clause selection
strategy and makes them participate in the standard contradictions construction. If there
is no unit clause in the clause set, the non-unit clause will be chosen directly, which is
based on the non-unit clause selection strategy and applied S-CS rule along with the
constructed standard contradictions by the participated input clauses. The generated SCS clause in this way is used as a lemma. If the generated S-CS clause does not meet
the threshold requirement, another non-unit clause will be selected through the
backtracking mechanism, which can thereby optimize the proof search.
The pseudo-code for the algorithm is described in Fig. 1 below. The corresponding
algorithm is described in detail as follows:
Step 1: According to the threshold, denoted as K, of the number of selected unit
clauses, a unit clause set is selected by the strategy and added to Su. The selected unit
clause is identified as Ci according to the order of sequence number i (i 1, 2, …, K).
Step 2: Select an clause by the non-unit clause selection strategy, and denote it as
Cj (j K+1,…).
Step 3: Apply S-CS rule to the selected clause Cj, construct standard contradiction
with the input clauses, and get Ck + and Ck − (k is the serial number of the selected
clause). Then the S-CS clause is generated. If S-CS clause is an empty clause, go to
Step 5. Otherwise, the S-CS clause will be checked based on the control strategies as
follows: 1) if the S-CS clause is a tautology or a redundant clause, the S-CS deduction
is unacceptable; 2) the number of literals in the S-CS clause exceeds the threshold; 3)
the term depth exceeds the threshold. When one of the above three conditions is
satisfied, the backtracking algorithm is performed, and go to Step 2.
Backtracking algorithm is used to return to the last deduction step, and needs do
some cleanup tasks. It mainly includes: 1) clear the substitutions which generated in
current deduction step; 2) remove literals in Ck + and Ck − which added in current
deduction step; 3) set the proof search sequence number in the last deduction step.
Step 4: If the S-CS clause does not satisfy the three conditions in Step 3, the
acceptable deduction weight of the clause Cj increases by 1, the acceptable deduction
weights of literals in the clause Cj which were used for standard contradiction
construction increases by 1. The generated S-CS clause is represented as a lemma and
added in the S-CS clause set, with the deduction distance being calculated and the
deduction path being recorded. If the exit conditions are satisfied, then go to Step 5.
Otherwise, in order to make full use of the clause Cj to achieve a synergized deduction
effect, do the following iterative processes: 1) if the clause Cj contains variable
k

k

k

k

substitution, then record this deduction path to avoid the repetition, clear variable
substitutions of Cj and reuse Cj, and go to Step 3. When the number of times of the
clause Cj reused exceeds the set threshold, the sequence number j is increased by 1, and
go to Step 2; 2) when the clause Cj does not contain variable substitution, the sequence
number j is increased by 1, and go to Step 2.
Step 5: Exit this multi-clause dynamic deduction. The exit conditions include: 1)
the S-CS clause is an empty clause, so we can conclude that the original clause set is
unsatisfiable; 2) the number of input clauses reaches the set threshold; 3) the runtime
reaches the set threshold; 4) the remaining memory reaches the set threshold.
Step 6: The S-CS clause processing: internal simplification is performed on the
generated S-CS clause set, apply forward simplification on the S-CS clause set using
the clauses in the clause set, and apply the backward simplification on the clause set
using the clauses in the S-CS clause set, then each S-CS clause is added in clause set.
Input: a given clause set (S)
Output: a generated S-CS clause set (R)
1: G select_unitClauses(S)
2: D G
3: p select_nonUnitClause(S)
4: While p ≠ null (P is a valid clause) begin
5:
q extendedSplitContradiction(p, D)
6:
if q == 
7:
return “Unsat”
8:
else if checkUnacceptable(q, S)
9:
backtrackingSCS(p);
10:
p change_nonUnitClause(S)
11:
goto 4
12:
else if checkExitConditions()
13:
R 𝑞⋃𝑅
14:
goto 23
15:
else
16:
R 𝑞⋃𝑅
17:
D 𝑝⋃𝐷
18:
if checkSynergized(p)
19:
goto 4
20:
else
21:
goto 5
22: end
23: inner_Simplification(R)
24: foreach c ∈ 𝑆
25: forward_Simplification(c, S)
26: foreach c ∈ R
27: backward_Simplification(S, c)
28: 𝑆 = 𝑅 ⋃ 𝑆
Fig. 1. The pseudo-code for the S-CS dynamic deduction algorithm

The functions in the above pseudo-code are remarked as follows:

select_unitClauses(S): select a unit clause set in clause set S according to unit
clause selection strategy, and the number of the selected unit clauses is user-defined.
select_nonUnitClause(S): select a non-unit clause in clause set S according to nonunit clause selection strategy.
extendedSplitContradiction(p, D): apply S-CS rule with the selected non-unit
clause p and the input clause set D, construct a standard contradiction and get a
generated S-CS clause.
checkUnacceptable(q, S): check whether the clause q in clause set S is an
acceptable clause, the conditions of an acceptable clause is described in Step 3 above.
backtrackingSCS(p): In current deduction step, do cleanup tasks and return to the
last deduction step according to the current input clause P.
change_nonUnitClause(S): reselected a new non-unit clause instead of the current
selected clause in clause set S.
checkExitConditions():check exit conditions of S-CS dynamic deduction algorithm.
checkSynergized(p): check whether the input clause P contains substitution, or if it
exists, check whether the number of times the clause reused exceeds the set threshold.
inner_Simplification(R): apply forward simplification, factoring rule and equality
resolution in S-CS clause set R.
forward_Simplification(c, S): check whether clause c is a redundant clause using
the clauses in the clause set S. If yes, delete the clause c.
back_Simplification(S, c): check whether the clauses in clause set S are redundant
clauses using the clause c. If yes, delete the redundant clauses.

5 Lemma Filtration in the CSE_E
CSE_E generates a large number of lemmas, usually unit clauses, through the S-CS
dynamic deduction. Those lemmas along with the original clauses are fed to E to
continue the proof search, this is the essential way to combine CSE and E in CSE_E
1.0. Lemma filtration is applied in CSE_E 1.0 in order to improve the applicability of
the lemmas to the negated conjecture clause (measured by the ratio of the applicable
lemmas to the total number of lemmas) and the capability of CSE_E 1.0. Lemma
Filtration is mainly achieved by the following methods: 1) set the threshold of the
number of literals in the lemma, and feed to E only the lemmas whose numbers of
literals are less than the set threshold; 2) set the threshold of maximum term depth in
the lemma, and feed to E only the lemmas whose maximum term depth are less than
the set threshold. By default, CSE_E 1.0 takes the maximum term depth of the original
clause set as a reference and sets the threshold; 3) set the threshold of deduction distance
for the lemmas, and feed to E only the lemmas whose deduction distances are less than
the threshold.
The use of lemmas is related to the running mechanism of CSE_E. CSE_E divides
the total running time and schedules the running of the two provers by time. It runs
plain E first, if E does not find a proof it runs plain CSE, then if does not find a proof,
some clauses inferred in the CSE run as lemmas are added to the original clause set,
and the combined clause set is handed back to E for further proof search.

6 Experimental and Performance Analysis

6.1 Experiment Setup
CSE_E 1.0 combines CSE 1.1 with E 2.1. CSE 1.1 is implemented mainly in C++, and
JAVA is used for scheduling running implementation of batch problems. The job
dispatch between CSE and E is implemented in JAVA. The working system of CSE_E
1.0 is available at http://www.tptp.org/CASC/J9/Entrants.html. CSE_E 1.0 is tested on
both the CADE ATP competition CASC-26 (2017) and the CASC-J9 (2018) FOF
division problems in comparison with E 2.1 and E 2.2: 1) CSE_E 1.0 runs for CASC26 (2017) problems were made on a computer with a 3.4GHz Intel(R) Core (TM) i76700 processor and 8GB memory, and OS Ubuntu15.04 64-bit, with the default timeout
of 300 seconds. The test results of E 2.1 are obtained in the same hardware environment
and timeout set. 2) CSE_E 1.0 participated the CASC-J9 (2018) FOF division
competition and won the second place. The test experimental data of CASC-J9 FOF
division problem is derived from CASC-J9 competition results directly.
6.2 Experimental Results and Analysis
6.2.1 Performance of CSE_E 1.0 on CASC-26 FOF division problems
The CSE_E 1.0 incorporates S-CS dynamic deduction with E 2.1, so it can generate a
large number of S-CS clauses with few literals (most of them are unit clauses) and
search for different deduction paths compared to E 2.1. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of
solved problems by CSE_E 1.0 and E 2.1 on CASC-26 FOF division problems. CSE_E
1.0 has solved 398 problems with 8 more than E 2.1. The average time spent for the
390 problems solved by E 2.1 is 18.79 seconds, and 21.72 seconds spent for 398
theorems by CSE_E 1.0. The average time spent for 390 problems by CSE_E 1.0 is
16.54 seconds, 2.25 seconds less than that of E 2.1.
From the 90 second point onwards, the performance of CSE_E 1.0 outperforms E
2.1, where CSE_E 1.0 has solved 370 problems with 12 more than E 2.1. The average
time of E 2.1 is 5.9 seconds, 8.5 seconds for CSE_E 1.0. Within 200 seconds, CSE_E
1.0 has solved 386 problems with 3 more than E 2.1, and the average time of E 2.1 is
14.6 seconds, 14.2 seconds for CSE_E 1.0. Experimental results shown that CSE_E 1.0
outperformed E 2.1 in terms of the capability and time efficiency.
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Fig. 2. Comparison on solved problems by CSE_E 1.0 and E 2.1

In the total 110 unsolved problems by E 2.1, CSE_E 1.0 can solve 14 out of 110

(12.7% of the total), where 6 problems were solved by CSE alone and 8 problems were
solved by E with CSE lemmas added. Table 1 is the list of those 14 problems sorted by
their used time.
Those 14 problems have the average rating 0.76. The clauses in these problems
usually contain many literals, while CSE can improve the deduction efficiency due to
the fact that it can better exploit the synergized effect of the input clauses, achieve better
"literal elimination" effect by separating standard contradictions, and generate the SCS clause with few literals. The average solving time by CSE_E 1.0 is 230 seconds, so
the time efficiency is acceptable.
Table 1. List of the 14 problems solved by CSE_E 1.0, but unsolved by E 2.1
Problem
GEO502+1
SWB093+1
BOO109+1
GEO495+1
GEO532+1
SWB081+1
AGT011+2

Rating
0.59
0.79
0.57
0.79
0.76
0.79
0.86

Time(seconds)
168
173.9
195.5
255.1
255.4
256.777
280.739

Problem
SWB025+1
SWB027+1
GEO511+1
GEO531+1
GEO507+1
GEO506+1
SWB010+1

Rating
0.72
0.79
0.9
0.66
0.66
0.83
0.9

Time(seconds)
171.2
175.4
201
255.3
256.5
279.931
292.181

6.2.2 Performance of CSE_E 1.0 on CASC-J9 FOF division problems
We conducted the comparative analysis on CSE_E 1.0 and E 2.2 using the CASC-J9
competition results (see Fig. 3). CSE_E 1.0 solved 362 out of 500 problems with 12
problem more than E 2.2. The average time spent for the 350 problems solved by E 2.2
is 25.6 seconds, 26.5 seconds spent for 362 problems by CSE_E 1.0. The average time
spent for 350 problems by CSE_E 1.0 is 18.4 seconds, which is 7.2 seconds less than
that of E 2.2. Fig. 3 shows that from the 80 seconds point onwards, the performance of
CSE_E 1.0 outperforms E 2.2, where CSE_E 1.0 solved 315 problems with 5 more than
E 2.2. The average time of E 2.2 is 7.9 seconds, and 8.6 seconds for CSE_E 1.0. Within
160 seconds, CSE_E 1.0 solved 346 problems with 7 problems more than that of E 2.2,
and the average time of CSE_E 1.0 is 16.2 seconds, with 3.2 seconds less than that of
E 2.2. Experiments show that CSE_E 1.0 outperforms E 2.2 in terms of the capability
and time efficiency.
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Fig. 3. Comparison on solved problems by CSE_E 1.0 and E 2.2

Table 2 shows that CSE_E 1.0 can solve 14 (9.3%) of the total 150 unsolved
problems by E 2.2, where 3 problems were solved by CSE alone and 11 problems were
solved by E with CSE lemmas added. Those solved problems have the average rating
being 0.74. The average solving time by CSE_E 1.0 is 249 seconds, so the time
efficiency is acceptable.
Table 2. List of the 14 solved problems by CSE_E 1.0 but unsolved by E 2.2
Problems
AGT018+1
GEO511+1
SWB016+1
SWB082+1
SWB098+1
SCT170+3
SCT139+1

Rating
0.62
0.9
0.69
0.79
0.79
0.9
0.83

Time(seconds)
181.56
230.05
251.05
252.25
257.68
269.74
279.7

Problems
SWB027+1
BOO109+1
SWB094+1
SWW189+1
SWV038+1
GEO089+1
GEO506+1

Rating
0.79
0.57
0.79
0.9
0.28
0.62
0.83

Time(seconds)
184.4
248.16
251.95
252.46
269.39
278.67
282.36

Otherwise, CSE_E 1.0 has solved one problem GEO506+1 that has not been
solved by any other competition provers in CASC-J9 (see Table 3). This problem has a
large number of literals and much more variables. CSE_E 1.0 can make full use of
clauses containing variables, so can perform the literal elimination operation by means
of separating standard contradictions.
Table 3. One solved problem by CSE_E 1.0, but unsolved by other competition provers
Problems

Rating

GEO506+1

0.83

Number
of
formulae
143

Maximal
formula
depth
22

Number
of
variables
564

Maximal
term depth

Number
of atoms

3

595

The above comparison analysis shows that CSE_E 1.0 stands on the shoulders of
the plain E, and is able to effectively improve E in terms of capability and time
efficiency, and the S-CS dynamic deduction can be effectively applied to first-order
logic ATP systems.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
CSE_E 1.0 combined an S-CS based dynamic deduction method with E 2.1. It is a firstorder logic ATP system that optimizes E from the inference mechanism aspect for the
first time. Experimental results have shown that CSE_E 1.0 outperforms E 2.1 and E
2.2 in both capability and time efficiency to some extent, which illustrates that S-CS
rule can improve the performance of first-order logic ATP systems.
For combining the S-CS dynamic deduction method with E effectively, the highquality S-CS clauses and the effective lemma selection are very important. How to
effectively filter the lemmas according to different problems is also a future research
work. In addition, optimizing the S-CS dynamic deduction algorithm is the core and
ongoing work. CSE_E 1.0 is a preliminary attempt to combine the S-CS based dynamic
deduction with the state-of-the-art prover (e.g., E). There is still a lot of work that needs
to be done in order to improve the efficiency of CSE_E. We hope that the ongoing
development of CSE_E can solve more and more hard problems or real-world problems

with improved performance.
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